
 



Gonda with Zeus 

By Emily  

 Gonda was the nicest person in town. He was also very 

nice to all creatures. He was so nice, anything would listen to 

him. Since he could pretty much control everything, people 

compared him to the god Zeus. Zeus didn’t like Gonda being 

compared to him and soon became irritated about it. Zeus then 

remembered how he was human before, but then turned into a 

god. Zeus decided to turn Gonda into a god. 

 So he waited and one day flew down to Gonda. Zeus then 

said, “I am going to turn you into a god.” 

  “I refuse to become a god.” replied Gonda.  

 Then Zeus’s face became red and he crossed his arms. He 

suddenly shot a lightning bolt right by Gonda! Gonda was very 

surprised and fainted. Zeus summoned Venus to take Gonda to 

a place where he could be turned into a god. But just then, 

Gonda woke up. “Please do not make me a god!” pleaded 

Gonda.  

 “I will!!” thundered Zeus. Suddenly Zeus made a sound 

and it went ZAP!!! Gonda was now a god. 

 The next day Gonda wished people would treat him the 

same. One day Gonda started to talk to his best friend. But 

instead of talking to him he said, “Hi” and quickly walked off. 



Other times people would crowd around him praising him and 

asking for every kind of wish in the world. Some other people 

and creatures would just run away with fear when they saw 

him. Nobody on Earth wanted to talk him. He started traveling 

with his head down. 

 The gods were not very nice to him also. He walked up to 

Hades. But Hades just threatened to make Gonda live in the 

underworld. Gonda talked to Poseidon. But Poseidon just 

threatened to throw waves at him. Gonda tried to talk to 

Medusa. But she warned him that she could poison him with 

her snake her. This made Gonda very sad and lonely. 

 Zeus saw that Gonda was depressed. He went to talk to 

Gonda. Gonda asked to be turned back into a mortal. But Zeus 

did not want to turn him back into a mortal. Zeus came up with 

compromise. He could visit the Earth in human body, but only 

during winter. So there are tsunamis, hurricanes, earthquakes, 

tornadoes, and more during the spring and summer. That is 

because the gods and goddesses get mad because Gonda is 

trying to talk to them. 

 

 

 

 



 


